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"That squad is just about the most

twisted, anti‐social bunch of

psychopathic deformities I have ever

had the misfortune to run into! And

the worst, the most dangerous of the

bunch, is their sergeant major. You've

got one religious maniac, one

malignant dwarf, two near‐idiots, one

pyromaniac and one multiple

personality disorder... so I guess he's

five, and the rest I don't even wanna

think about. If I had my way, I'd have

all of them shot.

"I can't think of a better way to fight a

war."

—Lord Commissar Dozen D'Irtay
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I N T O T H E F R A Y

Animosity have developed these rules from an
internet sourced variation called Kill Zone. Many of the
Kill Zone rules have been tweaked, altered or
removed as required to streamline, simplify and
facilitate the game play as our needs require.

As a supplement to your games of Warhammer 40,000
it is recommended that you use the original Kill Zone
rules, easily found on the internet, in order to enhance
smaller, specialist games.

These rules are designed to be used at Animosity
Campaign weekends and as such some of the features
which set the original Kill Zone apart – such as
enhancing games between two or three players – have
been altered. The original supplement we have based
our Campaign Supplement on is more suitable for
regular gaming use.

The majority of the rules have been created, play
tested and refined by an unnamed source. If they are
out there, thanks dudes. Your efforts are well received
and your work loved.

Venerable dread a.k.a. geordie09



I N T R O D U C T I O N
Animosity: Into the Fray (A:ITF), has been designed with the intent of enabling players to field skirmish teams in
narrative campaigns at Animosity Campaign weekends. A:ITF has been created to supplement the activities
participated in during the campaign weekends and is not intended to supersede Kill Zone, from which the majority of
the rules are derived.

Stacking – If a model has an armour save and an
invulnerable save it will use both to defend itself from
damage providing the AP of the attack does not negate
the armour save. Units also benefit from stacking cover
saves. Saves must be taken in order – Cover, Armour
and Invulnerable. Should a player bypass his cover save
and subsequently take a wound through a failed armour
or invulnerable save it is not possible to go back to the
cover save.

Pinning – If a miniature suffers a wound from a weapon
that causes a pinning test, all miniatures within 3” must
take a pinning test.

Reserves – Reserve forces may assault on the turn they
arrive as long as they did not arrive from deep strike.
Reserve forces will only be permitted if the Animosity
Campaign Pack specifies that reserves are permitted.

1-6 – D6 rolls of 1 always miss and a roll of 6 always hits
(does not affect re-roll abilities).

Army of One – Each model in A:ITF games act
independently. The miniatures are, for all intents and
purposes, units of one. No single miniature may exceed
100 points (including upgrades) unless specified in the
Animosity Campaign Pack which is in use over the
weekend. All individual miniatures count as scoring units
and may claim and contest objectives.

Deep Strike – Models may not teleport or deep strike
in A:ITF games unless mission parameters and
deployment specifically allow.

Limited Influence – Many items in the Warhammer
40,000 rules carried by single miniatures as part of their
special rules or wargear, affect entire units or army lists.
A:ITF games limit these abilities. Abilities subject to
Limited Influence will only benefit units within 6” of the
miniature who possesses the special rule. Limited
Influence abilities, unless specified otherwise, extend 6”
from the relevant miniature. Limited Influence does not
affect rules which specify a maximum range below 6”.

ADDITIONAL RULES & ALTERATIONS
ANIMOSITY: INTO THE FRAY



Sequence – The turn sequence works as in the standard

Warhammer 40,000 rule book. One player fulfils an entire

player turn followed by the opposing player doing the

same.

Movement Phase:

Difficult Terrain – During games of A:ITF, miniatures

moving through difficult terrain move at a reduced rate of

4”. Models with the Universal Special Rule, Move Through

Cover ignore terrain difficult terrain penalties.

Running – If a miniature elects to run it must do so in

conjunction with its standard movement. Miniatures may

run up to 4” in addition to their standard movement

allowance.

ITF Overwatch – Miniatures with ranged weapons may

choose to go into ITF Overwatch. During the movement

phase players declare ITF Overwatch and the miniatures

selected may not perform any further actions during this

turn. ITF Overwatch provides a 1800 arc of fire (from the

miniature's facing direction, the direction in which the

head or sensors of all types face.)

Miniatures in ITF Overwatch may take a normal shooting

attack in the enemy’s turn at any point if and when a

target appears in range within his arc of fire. If shooting

targets beyond 24” shoots, use the Snap Fire rule to hit.

Miniatures armed with Sniper weapons fire using their

ballistic skill at all times.

The controlling player may use ITF Overwatch to fire at

any available target at any point during the enemy’s

movement phase and thus ignore the first available target

in the hope of finding an additional target later in the turn.

TURN SEQUENCE

Once the miniature has fired remove any markers used to

indicate ITF Overwatch. Should the miniature be assaulted

during the opponent’s assault phase the miniature may react

using the standard Overwatch rule following the stipulations

laid down in the Warhammer 40,000 rule book.

Shooting Phase:

Kill Zone – Any time a weapon with more than one shot

fires, the shooting player may choose to initiate a Kill Zone.

The player picks his primary target and may choose to have

further hits allocated to secondary targets in the weapons

Kill Zone. The Blast marker represents the Kill Zone. Place

the marker centrally on the primary target. Miniatures

partially covered by the blast marker are eligible as

secondary targets. The shooting player must announce he is

going to implement a Kill Zone before any dice are rolled.

The first hit is always allocated to the primary target. Any

subsequent hits are allocated one per miniature by the

enemy player. Each miniature in the Kill Zone must be

allocated a hit before any doubling up takes place.

Weapons which have blast, template or an area of effect in

their rules cannot create a Kill Zone.

Suppressing Fire – Any stationary miniature armed with a

weapon with that has 3 or more shots may choose to initiate

a Suppressing fire attack. Suppressing fire uses the flamer

template. The shooting player lays the template where he

wishes. All models under the template generate one extra

shot in addition to the weapons usual rate of fire.

Additional attacks are fired using a -1 BS modifier.

If the additional To-hit rolls produce three or more results of

1, the weapon has jammed. Successful hits are worked out



React is unaffected by difficult terrain but does not ignore

difficult terrain checks if applicable.

Players must declare which assault they wish to React to

before they roll for initiative in the event of multiple choices.

Miniatures ordered to ITF Overwatch may not React, nor

shoot at this stage.

Consolidation – Miniatures may consolidate up to 4”.

Tango Down – Miniatures must charge the target they shot

at in the shooting phase; however if (and only if) the target

unit was destroyed in the shooting phase the miniature may

choose to assault another available enemy instead. If there

is more than one option available the player may choose

which unit to assault..

as normal but the firer may not perform Overwatch if he is

subsequently assaulted.

Grenades – Miniatures armed with grenades may choose

to throw them in the shooting phase instead of ranged

weaponry. Grenades count as assault 1 and roll the scatter

dice with NO d6. The marker is simply flipped in the

direction of the resulting scatter, similar to the rule for

barrage weapons.

Grenades use their profile as indicated in the appropriate

rule book or supplement.

Melta Bombs may not be thrown in this way.

Assault Phase:

Assaulting – Miniatures performing an assault move 4”

+D6. Jump Infantry or miniatures with fleet may re-roll the

D6. Cavalry or Beasts may move 8” +D6.

Hand to Hand, Base to Base – Miniatures must be in base

contact or base contact via an ally in order to participate

in combat.

Assaulting through Cover – Infantry assaulting through

cover may move 4”, Cavalry or Beasts may move 8”.

React – After all assault moves are completed, unengaged

friendly miniatures within 3” of the assaulting enemy

model may choose to React. React is a counter assault in

aid of their comrade. To do this each miniature hoping to

react must pass an initiative test. Successful models may

then move up to 3” to participate in the assault in their

designated initiative step. If they have the Counter-Attack

universal special rule they gain +1 for assaulting but will

not receive the regular charge bonus.



Structure – Players build a skirmish team using the codex

for their army of choice. A skirmish team will be allocated

a point limit in the relevant campaign pack, as well as

further information regarding special formations and

associated rules for that campaign.

No model may exceed 100 points (including upgrades)

unless the campaign pack rules allow for further

expenditure.

Skirmish teams are purchased as individual miniatures

from Elite, Troops, Fast Attack and Heavy Support options

from their codex. A little mathematics might be required

to figure out some individual point values.

For example, the cost of a tactical marine sergeant can be

determined by subtracting the cost of the 4 standard

marines (16 points each x 4 = 64) from the squad’s base

cost (90). The cost of the marine sergeant is 26 points (90

– 64 = 26).

You may only take one squad leader for each unit choice

taken, but only after you have taken at least one basic

member from that squad entry. You may not take a second

squad leader from that unit entry.

For instance, you choose one tactical marine and one

assault marine (basic), and can then select a tactical

sergeant and an assault sergeant. Once these are chosen

you may not take any further tactical or assault sergeants

for your skirmish team.

Squad Leader – Pick one model from your skirmish team

to be the Squad leader, preferably the one with the

highest leadership value. The team leader may not be

equipped with a heavy weapon. All models within 6” may

use his leadership.

BUILDING A SKIRMISH TEAM

The Squad Leader gains +1 wound if he only has one in his

basic statistics. If the Squad Leader has more than one

wound already he gains +1 Attacks instead. Note: A walker

cannot be a squad leader.

Standard Restrictions – A Skirmish team may select a

limited number of models with the following attributes.

0-2 2+ Armour save

0-2 3+ Invulnerable save

0-2 3 Wounds

0-3 Jump Infantry

0-3 Bike/Jetbike and or cavalry/beasts

These characteristics are accumulative. A Terminator armed

with a Storm Shield fills both a 2+ armour sv and a 3+ Inv Sv

slot.

Weapon Restrictions – A:ITF identifies four weapon types

that are non-standard and limited. They are restricted as

follows.

0-3 Template

0-3 Incisive (AP2 or lower)

0-3 Suppressive (3 or more shots)

0-3 Heavy

These characteristics are accumulative. A Lascannon fills

both an Incisive slot and a Heavy slot. Units with multiple

options are similarly penalised. But to a maximum of once

per miniature. A Chaos Obliterator will tally up for 1

Template, 1 Incisive, 1 Suppressive and 1 Heavy but will not

be penalised for multiple heavy slots.

Unique Miniatures – Models listed as unique may not be

used unless they are a squad upgrade or the campaign pack

in use dictates otherwise.



Wound Limit – No model may have more than 3 wounds

using A:ITF

Toughness – No miniature may have a base toughness

greater than 5

Vehicles – No vehicles are allowed to be used with the

exception of a single walker per skirmish team. Certain

walkers will only be permissible if detailed in the relevant

campaign pack as there is still a maximum point usage of

100 points per miniature.

Death from Above – This theme allows you to ignore the

standard restriction and to field additional Jump Infantry

miniatures in your skirmish team.

Behemoths – This theme allows you to field a skirmish team

entirely composed of 3 wound miniatures.

Swift as the Wind – This theme allows you to field

additional models with the Bikes/Jetbikes or Cavalry/Beasts

rules (you must pick only one of these options for you team,

all cavalry for instance). Additionally Bike or Jetbike

miniatures may gain the skilled rider USR for an additional 5

points each.

If the campaign pack in use in association with A:ITF

allows, it is possible to tailor lists to a narrative theme.

Restrictions may be lifted or imposed in accordance with

this theme. The nature of the narrative may call for a

special strike team for an extraordinary mission to be

carried out at some stage over the weekend.

Only one theme may be chosen per skirmish team.

‘Armoured Might’ allows for a team to be themed around

a 2+ armour save; however, the 3+ Inv Sv is still restricted

to a maximum of 2 etc.

Armoured Might – This theme allows you to ignore the

standard restriction and to field additional miniatures with

2+ armour saves in your skirmish team.

THEMES FOR USE IN NARRATIVE CAMPAIGNS



Animosity: Into the Fray forgoes the standard HQ

options. The following upgrades offer the opportunity to

enhance team individuals and bring personality to the

skirmish team. These upgrades will add flavour and

uniqueness, as well as enhance the cinematic narrative of

the games.

WYSIWYG – Please endeavour when assembling your

team of ultimate badasses to include these upgrades in

conversions if you can.

UPGRADES

It will help you and your opponents to experience the

cinematic narrative that little bit more!

No model may have more than 25 points worth of upgrades

from the list below. Walkers may not upgrade at all from

these lists.

Note: Terminology has been selected from a human

perspective... substitute the terms for your appropriate

xenos filth if you must!



Blade Master – 10 pts – This ability grants the Rending USR for all

close combat attacks. The model must not be armed with close

combat weapon with an AP value.

Brawler – 5 pts – Brawlers gain +1S to their profiles in close

combat

Crack Shot – 10 pts – This ability allows the shooter to re-roll any

failed hits or wounds in the shooting phase. The player must

announce this at the beginning of the shooting phase.

Gunfighter – 10 pts – This skill increase a miniature's rate of fire

by one for a single weapon per turn (e.g. assault 3 become assault

4) if the target is up to 12” away. The skill will also add 1 to the

rate of fire to targets beyond 12” providing the shooter remained

stationary during the movement phase. May not be used with

heavy or template weapons. Extra shots will still be subject to

weapon limitations, such as Gets Hot!

Die Hard – 10 pts – Die Hard’s have the Feel No Pain special rule.

Lightning Reflexes – 20 pts – This ability grants a 5+ dodge save

from all shooting and close combat attacks. The dodge is taken

before the normal save and you may use both to avoid damage.

Raider – 5 pts – Raider grants the Hit and Run USR

Resilient – 5 pts – This skill adds +1 toughness to the miniature

within the limitations of the team selection criteria.

Veteran – 2 pts – Veterans gain +1 WS or +1 BS. The player must

choose which to upgrade and may only use veteran once for each

team member.

Medipack – 15 pts – Equipping a team member with a medipack

grants him the Feel No Pain USR. In addition, any team member

within 6” of the medipack may take a single Feel No Pain save in

each player turn.

Smoke Grenades – 15 pts – Smoke Grenades are thrown in the

movement phase. Place the large blast marker and roll the scatter

dice. Once the location has been determined; any shots fired

through the smoke grant a 3+ cover save, this includes successful

overwatch shots. The marker is removed at the end of the

oppositions next turn.

Refractor Field – 15 pts – Team Leaders may take refractor fields

granting a 5+ invulnerable save.

Stealth Suit – 10 pts – Any infantry team member gains the scout,

stealth and move through cover special rules. This miniature may

not have a jump pack, bike, jet-bike or 2+ armour save.

Suspensors – 5 pts – Heavy Weapons may be fitted with

suspensors. The miniature gains the relentless USR but may only fire

up to half the weapons maximum range if he has moved.

Scope – 5 pts – Team members equipped with a scope may re-roll

rolls of 1 to hit in the shooting phase, providing they did not move

in the shooting phase.

Close Combat Accessories – 2 pts – Bayonets, knives, short swords,

entrenching tools and even sharp sticks. Team members equipped

with Close Combat Accessories gain an additional close combat

weapon in the assault phase. A team member may not take this

upgrade if he already has two close combat weapons (including

pistols).

Thermal Imaging – 5 pts – If night fighting rules are in effect

members armed with thermal imaging may shoot as normal. (Note:

the walking dead are cold cadavers!)

SKILL UPGRADES WARGEAR UPGRADES



This expansion has been adapted from Kill Team rules

created by a third party and developed for the purposes

of Animosity Campaign Weekends. To use this expansion

in a standalone game is relatively easy and depends upon

how you wish to play. What follows is a brief explanation

of how to play with the expansion in standalone games

and, where appropriate, how the expansion folds into the

Animosity weekends.

Game Size

Animosity Campaign Packs will provide the relative rules

and game scenarios prior to any weekend in which A:ITF is

intended to be employed. If you wish to play a standalone

skirmish game, 250 points is a recommended total but it is

possible to increase this and to incorporate more than two

players in scenarios. There are no limits to how many

points you designate in a standalone game, so have fun!

Tables

Animosity events will endeavour to ensure that the

skirmish scenarios that utilise A:ITF are provided with

suitable terrain features and tables which suit the scenario.

In a standalone game a 3ft x 3ft table is usually sufficient

but the more players or skirmish teams involved the larger

the table needed. A table top for the expansion is

designed to be covered in terrain; at least 50% of the

game board.

Objectives

A:ITF skirmish games are designed to be objective based.

The location and manner of the objectives is driven by the

campaign narrative. Standalone games require three

objective markers. One placed in the centre of the board,

the other two at 9” from the central objective with an axis

line running between them through the central objective.

INTO THE FRAY  PLAYING!

Deployment

Once you have placed the markers roll off for deployment;

the winner choosing to deploy first or second. The player

that deploys first will take the first turn; there is no stealing

the initiative. Choose deployment zones between quarters

and halves.

Missions

During campaign weekends the mission will be explained in

the campaign pack or detailed prior to deployment. If you

are playing at home we encourage you to “forge your own

narrative”. Have fun with it, but remember that the game is

revolving around three objective markers.

End game

After turn four if a player successfully holds all three

objectives for two consecutive turns the game ends and

that player is victorious. Otherwise the game is played until

the end of turn eight. Remember, the game is yours to play

so feel free to discard these parameters in standalone

mode. Animosity campaign weekends may use different

parameters to conclude the missions.

Special Operations Kill Zone

A more comprehensive mission system is available from the

originating rule set, Special Operations: Kill zone. These

rules can be found here:

http://www.lounge.belloflostsouls.net/showthread.php?2

5052-Special-Operations-Killzone-6th-ed-Beta-available-

40k-skirmish-game

or accessed through the Animosity forum in the Librarium:

http://www.animosity40k.proboards.com/

If you intend to play standalone games we recommend

using these rules as A:ITF is designed for multiplayer

skirmish scenarios.




